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While studying history in high school, I laughed at the 19th-century Luddites for fearing the mechanization of manufacturing. Now I feel like one of them for fearing the mechanization of medical records that makes patient privacy almost impossible.

I never dreamed our rights to privacy would be so overridden by the taking of our electronic medical records and insurance claims data for oversight and research without consent, particularly as the research may not be nuanced enough to successfully guide an individual patient’s treatment plan, but will be used by governments and insurers to direct patient care and control the practice of medicine.

This control is achieved by using research to create treatment “guidelines” that will be used to define “quality care” that physicians will be pressured to follow in order to be “paid for performance.” Or, the research will be used to justify mandating which treatments will or will not be paid for. If “cost effectiveness” is a criterion used in the research, a chemotherapy drug might be denied for not saving enough lives, or an aortic valve replacement denied because the patient is supposedly too old to justify its cost. This would become de facto rationing of care tucked into the mandated treatment guidelines.

The federal Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is financing development of “medical homes” to deliver patient care through State Innovation Model (SIM) bureaucracies. These will be in the forefront, along with Medicare, Meaningful Use, and Medicaid, in implementing the “pay for performance,” “quality care” and “scorecard” reimbursement scales for physicians, creating a de facto single-payer system. This will be accomplished through collaboration of health plans with state and federal governments. Patient and physician behavior will be tracked, scrutinized, studied, and used for research, using the electronic medical record and insurance claims data. This effectively will eliminate the privacy of medical practice and remove it from the rest of the U.S. free-enterprise economic system. Lack of competition and choice in the medical system will degrade it. Physician initiative will decline, and patients will have no recourse but to accept the treatments mandated for them by the monolithic, government-controlled system.

In 2002, HHS modified HIPAA’s “Privacy Rule”3 to eliminate patient consent for identified data being seen for treatment, payment, and healthcare operations (a 390-word definition including quality control, tech support, business associates, covered entities, etc.). Additionally, HIPAA provisions allow federal and state oversight agencies, including HHS, researchers, and healthcare clearinghouses to see records without patients’ consent. The breadth of identified medical data (including hospital discharge data) going to public health departments is jaw-dropping, and now is more at risk as it is sent over the Internet. Thus, regardless of audit trails and passwords, the confidentiality of patient data depends on hundreds of people in clinics, hospitals, corporations, and government agencies nationwide not leaking or misusing it. Unfortunately, the electronic record makes intimate information more readily available to many more people who could use it to bias an individual’s application for employment, schools, or the military, or worse, use it to exert political pressure on a government official or legislator. Further, as we know, hackers are busy accessing the medical data of millions of people for profit and electronic espionage.

A national Health Information Exchange (HIE) is planned for electronic health records, giving its access to medical practitioners across the country and to government oversight agencies. Unless the HIPAA rule is rescinded or patient consent restored, we will not be able to control who sees our records even if we are given the details of any security provisions. When the public becomes aware of the broad access to their private records, many will not disclose needed medical history until their illnesses are so advanced it costs the system even more for treatment. For psychiatric patients refusing to seek treatment, one would expect increases in suicide and homicide.

Additionally, our health insurance claims data are being released to researchers and government agencies by the All-Payer Claims Databases (APCDs). These have been created by 14 states (with five states in implementation, including Connecticut and New York) to mandate that the health plans turn over medical and pharmacy claims data, including all diagnoses, procedures, tests, drugs prescribed, providers’ names with dates and identifiers (which can include enrollment data and Social Security numbers), all to a massive database managed by the state or a private company under state contract. These data are then sent to researchers in identified or de-identified forms, with varying degrees of privacy protections that attempt to prevent re-identification and leaks.

On one end of the APCD spectrum is Colorado, which may release identified claims data under extremely rare circumstances to state-approved research or public health
entities. The Application to the APCD Administrator to Approve the Release and Use of Colorado All Payer Claims Data states that “this application is for a limited data set or identifiable information.” This is available at the CIVHC/CO APCD Data Release site,13 by clicking on “Data Release Pre-Application.” But Colorado and other states accept only a signature as proof that the data have been destroyed after use, in spite of the existence of a large market for the purchase of medical information. On the other end is Rhode Island,14 which allows its citizens to opt out of the APCD and does not take their names and addresses. However, to know whether the data still could be re-identified by managers and researchers, one would need to know the exact details of the data used and its handling. Massachusetts15 is another example of a developed APCD with a comprehensive patient data submission guide for insurers.

States such as Oregon16 can release “limited data sets”17,18 to researchers,4 which are still considered identified and protected health information (PHI), because only 16 of the 18 HIPAA identifiers have been taken out, leaving the full date of birth (month, day, year) and the full ZIP code with the gender and other medical data. However, it has been shown that 63–87 percent of the population can be identified by merging those demographics alone (birth date, ZIP code, and gender) with other data bases such as voter registration lists.5,6,19,20,21

As noted earlier, identified medical information can be released for the purposes of the APCDs, public health, researchers, government oversight agencies, healthcare operations, etc., without patient consent. But even with the 18 identifiers removed as specified by HIPAA for de-identification (Safe Harbor method), it is no longer as private as it might have been 15 years ago, before the explosion of online databases. Thus the re-identification rate for this supposedly de-identified data is not zero.

By using solely the demographics of HIPAA de-identified data, the re-identification rate of patients has been shown to be 0.04% (using the year of birth, three-digit ZIP Code for populations greater than 20,000 and gender) to 0.22%, (using the year of birth, three-digit ZIP, marital status, ethnicity, and gender), that is up to 2,200 people per million, according to Latanya Sweeney, Ph.D., of Harvard,22 and Deborah Lafky of HHS,23 respectively. However, those re-identification rates would be much higher if the accompanying medical histories were added to the demographics when merged with the other online databases. It is also important to note that once medical records are released in the HIPAA de-identified form, they are no longer considered protected health information (PHI) and protected by the HIPAA privacy rules, even if they subsequently could be re-identified as described above.

In the short term at least, the APCDs are raising medical costs as the third-party payers raise premiums to cover their costs of sending data to the APCDs, and researchers often must buy our data to finance the APCDs. Colorado, for example, advertises prices of $25,000 to $150,000 for the purchase of de-identified data and limited data sets (see “Pricing & Funding” under the “Get More Data” tab).24 The result of these APCDs is the creation of a lifetime (for a newborn) medical dossier on all of us, which we can only hope is not hacked, misused, or re-identified when distributed. Whether or not the states can force the self-insured health plans to turn over patient health insurance claims data to their All Payer Claims Databases is now being heard before the U.S. Supreme Court in Gobeille v Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. Hopefully, the Supreme Court will consider patient privacy rights along with interpreting the ERISA status of the self-insured plans that may allow them not to comply with participating in the state APCDs.

These APCDs, health insurance exchanges, and the medical homes are costing billions of dollars that the federal and state governments have taken from direct patient care and medical practitioners and given to their non-medical professional bureaucrats in the hope that they can improve medical care!

At the very least, all electronic medical systems must be structured with consent requirements so that patients can control who sees their records, as was done in the “old days” when paper records, doctors’ handwriting and metal cabinets protected them. Paper medical records can be shredded after seven years or so, depending on each state’s law,25 but now with the electronic medical record, it will be easier for the records to remain permanently recorded and available.

There are developed technologies for patients to keep some information from the rest of the record (segmentation, for example) and to alert a physician that information has been left out. Both should be installed into the electronic systems regardless of cost and complexities involved. As physicians, we need to advocate for record systems that engender trust and enable us to fulfill our Hippocratic Oath to protect patient information from further disclosure.

One breakthrough for privacy recently occurred when the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit ruled that NSA’s taking of everyone’s phone records is not allowed by the USA PATRIOT Act. Most importantly, the ruling raises “one of the most difficult issues in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence: the extent to which modern technology alters our traditional expectations of privacy.” Also, the Court stated, “If the government is correct, it could use [the law] to collect and store in bulk any other existing metadata available anywhere in the private sector, including metadata associated with financial records, medical records….”

I hope this ruling can be used by physicians to bolster our efforts to ensure and protect patient privacy and to convince governments, insurers, hospitals, researchers, and technology companies of this necessity. We need to
foster a public debate over citizens’ right to medical privacy vs. government seizure of private information without consent, because any loss of privacy rights undermines our society, and threatens our freedoms and our way of life.
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